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 The idea of smart grid (SG) technology has revolutionized the traditional 

power system and has made it more efficient, robust and reliable in a number 

of ways. SG networks are recently upgraded networks of associated objects 

of information and communication technology (ICT) and core technology. 

Many active research areas have been developed to achieve the goals and 

planned requirements of the transfer of power systems from the traditional 

grid to the SG. Despite the significant characteristics of SG, future research 

needs to resolve numerous problems relating to core and ICT technology. 

This analysis paper identifies the challenges facing SG growth, potential 

research directions and also proposes possible solutions to some of these 

challenges, thus achieving the SG goals and planned requirements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The security of functioning innovation technologies which are one of the center parts of the smart 

grid (SG) structure, meaning to make the entire situation more trustworthy, unbending, versatile, and 

insightful energy utility, is an approaching issue that should be understood rapidly. Once more, with the 

expanded mix of operational technology gadgets with other existing system applications and correspondence, 

the spine is making both the clients and the energy utilities to profoundly investigate the protection and 

security issues of the network [1]. The security oppositions in the center operational technology like 

supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), industrial control systems, and advanced metering 

infrastructure (AMI) have been concentrated in detail and depicted in area 2.1 of this paper [2], [3]. 

To understand the previously mentioned areas, one of the fundamental foundations is smart 

metering that keeps a track of all the 2-way flow of energy and communication throughout the entire power 

grid as compared to the traditional grid. Although, in spite of such advanced technological integrity, there are 

certain drawbacks and challenges in the metering networks that are still under discussion and need to be 

arrested quickly. An attack on a smart grid network can potentially showdown or shutdown the entire power 

grid, and halt the energy utility systems. It will also affect the utility as well as the end users. In the 

accompanying subsection, we examined recent survey papers related to pointed issues and pointed out the 

distinctive highlights of our work. SG innovation has been utilized in its activity to incorporate new data and 

correspondence advances to improve creation, dispersion, and energy utilization and to all the more likely 
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deal with the connection between vitality providers and their end clients [4]. The commitment of 

incorporating the new data and correspondence innovations, all the more especially Smart Grid, into the 

power conveyance arrangement is a problem for keen networks. To be sure, smart meters assume a 

significant job in the change of the power dissemination arranged into keen matrices [5]. They empower 

customers to follow their utilization continuously to all the more likely realize their power charges all the 

more precisely [6]. 

Although SG shows up as a considerable answer for vitality suppliers and their purchasers, they 

represent significant security [7]. This issue worries about the security of the information traded between 

Smart Grid’s and system administrators since this information traded between the two members convey touchy 

data as respects the age of utilization solicitations for expended amounts [8], as a result of their sending in a 

system that isn't generally secure, this information is probably going to be captured, controlled and 

adulterated by an assailant who can assault the conduct of SG frameworks and debilitate their legitimate 

working, for example, the distortion of vitality utilization bills [9]. 

Our methodology is a contributor to the above-mentioned problem. It especially approaches the 

security of sensitive data traded between SG’s and system appropriation directors in opposition to any 

investigation for their divulgence when they are sent in the system. The suggested method is to give 

protection ensured key understanding security conspire that plans to furnish any traded correspondence with 

an adaptability capacity permitting it to display variable and eccentric practices to secure it against assaults 

on their substance and offer higher degree of protection. 

These days, because of the expanding populace, there is popularity for sustainable power sources 

and this interest is expanding because of rising vitality costs and worldwide natural changes as shown in 

Figure 1. The current power matrix depends vigorously on customary petroleum derivative-based power age 

units which are very nearly eradicated. Transferring electrical vitality from these age units over the dispersion 

lines to the clients in the present-day power framework acquires huge force misfortunes. Likewise, numerous 

ordinary petroleum derivative-based power age units present perils, e.g., risks from atomic force plants. In 

this manner, there is a worldwide push to change the power age by moving ceaselessly from petroleum 

derivative-based plants and shifting towards renewable energy resources. By utilizing renewable energy 

resources, CO2 discharge can be around the world diminished. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Normal virtual power plant, which joins distinctive energy assets through concentrated 

programming [5] 

 

 

According to the IEEE Grid Vision 2050, the essential any expectation of the SG is to have the 

control and automation estimates spread over the force framework to allow beneficial and strong 

bidirectional power stream [10]. This is recognized through the compromise of information and 
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communication technology (ICT) into the power network which makes it a sort of digital actual framework 

(CPS) [11]. The dynamic blend between the certified and virtual universes opened an enormous gateway of 

expected headways, counts, and responds in due order regarding be made and completed in the SG, for 

instance, passed on data dealing with and mechanized thinking [12]. 

With its promising advancements, the SG network will reform our general public, economy, and 

condition. Enormous and little partnerships anticipated the SG innovations developing business sectors and 

raced to be the first to convey. In any case, security perspectives have assumed the lower priority inside this 

surge. With the presentation of the broadly shifted ICT segments, the weakness of the SG has been 

undermined hugely. This shaped an immense worry over the unwavering quality and the security of the ever-

needed SG with huge dangers extending from monetary to strength viewpoints. In this way, a few exploration 

endeavors have been led toward the security expansion of the savvy lattice by initially understanding the 

diverse weakness focuses and by proposing appropriate and solid arrangements either on the digital or the 

physical layer. These endeavors came in light of the ever-expanding digital physical assaults on SG. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH CONTENT AND METHODOLOGIES USED  

2.1.  Understanding the smart grid with respect to security & privacy aspect 

The information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) frameworks are being robotized 

for successful administration of the electrical grid and related system approaches, as shown in Figure 2. The 

IT tasks are helped out through an inflexible and made sure information correspondence network at different 

areas including the Information Technology for Operation Technology stations. In this situation, the 

accessibility of the OT frameworks can be kept up with an IT/OT intermingling through a made sure about 

correspondence channel. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. IT and OT operations under smart grid rule 
 

 

Since the IT frameworks are presented to the Internet, they are more helpless against digital assaults 

and accordingly the Operational Technology frameworks are associated in an isolated way. For the endeavor 

application mix, the data as information must be shared in the middle of the Information Technology and 

Operational Technology frameworks through an ESB. 

 

2.2.  Challenges in security domains of the smart grid infrastructure 

2.2.1.  Attacks, type of attackers and vulnerabilities in operational technology systems 

Smart grid aims to accomplish three main objectives: 1) accessibility of continuous power force 

according to client prerequisites 2) trustworthiness of conveyed data and 3) secrecy of client's information. 

With cutting edge innovations into play the force the board has become streamlined however the whole IT 

empowered network has gotten helpless against various sorts of assaults. These dangers may offer admittance 

to the lawbreakers to assault the correspondence organization and bargain the classification and information 

uprightness of the data that influences the customers with a power outage [13]. The distinctive assault 

variations in the OT frameworks are given beneath in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Assault variants in SCADA or industrial control systems framework 
 

 

Types of attackers: 

− The moral programmers who've no goal to hurt the framework and their thought process are to increase a 

standing among the associates. 

− Clients at home may get vindictive and take a stab at hacking to truly close down their home meters. 

− Cybercriminals who attempt to risk the meter the board framework through the public web.  

− Disappointed representatives who submit inadvertent errors to influence the frameworks and at last 

become an assailant. 
 

The vulnerable attack surfaces are as follows [14]: 

− Checking Modbus messages. 

− Postponing reaction messages proposed for the experts. 

− Assaulting a machine with the best possible ports. 

− Sending dependable data to every conceivable location to gather gear data. 

− Closing out an ace and controlling at least one field gadget. 

− Replaying valid recorded messages back to the pro control network. 

− Sending bogus messages to endpoint gadgets. 
 

2.2.2.  Vulnerable attack surfaces of AMI 

There are several vulnerable attack surfaces of AMI: 

− AMI architecture. 

− Communication system. 

− Data manipulation & tampering techniques: 1) physical tampering, 2) data hacking. 

The two significant correspondence frameworks transcendent in the smart metering system [15]: (i) 

public internet, as shown in Figure 4, and (ii) RF mesh networks, as shown in Figure 5. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Weak points of smart meter correspondence utilizing public web 
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Figure 5. Weak points of smart grid communication utilizing radio frequency mesh network 

 

 

2.2.3.  Existing work on security, privacy and open research issues of smart grid metering networks 

Proposed ideas in Table 1: 

− An exhaustive perspective on security and protection concerns.  

− Detailed classification of smart grid assaults. 

− A complete report for security and privacy objectives and relating solutions. 

− Future research paths. 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison with other existing surveys 

Reference 

marking 

Security 

issues 

Privacy 

issues 

Real 

attack 
incidents 

Threat to 

system level 
security 

Thefts or 

threats via 
services 

Threats to 

privacy 

Papers 

covered 

[16] Yes No No Yes No No 2008-12 

[17] Yes Yes No Yes Limited Limited 2010-14 

[18] Yes Yes No No Limited Limited 2010-16 
[19] No No No No No No 2008-15 

[20] Yes No No Yes No No 2009-16 

[21] Yes Yes No No Limited Yes 2007-14 
[22] No Yes No No No Limited 2008-15 

[23] Yes Yes No No Limited Limited 2007-14 

[24] No No No No Limited Limited 2010-15 
[25] No No No No Limited Limited 2010-18 

Suggested [26] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 2010-18 

 

 

2.2.4.  Solution idea proposed for scalable and efficient authentication scheme for secure SG 

communications 

To give a successful complete answer for the security of the SG conduct against any examination of 

their exposure during use as Table 2, we recommend another way to deal with guaranteed secure 

correspondence between smart grid and vitality providers as Figure 6. To do this, we have divided our 

solution in 4 stages, *Setup-> *Identification-> *Authentication-> *Password Change. 

 

 

Table 2. Security analysis 
Security properties Paper [27] Paper [28] Paper [29] Paper [30] Suggested 

Protection against forgery attack Yes No No Yes Yes 
Protection against replay attack No Yes No Yes Yes 

Protection against password guessing attack No No Yes No Yes 

Protection against a man-in-the-middle attack No Yes No Yes Yes 
Protection against session key security Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Perfect forward secrecy No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Protection against insider attack Yes No No No Yes 
Smart meter anonymity No No Yes Yes Yes 
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Figure 6. Correlation of our solution with different arrangements regarding computation costs 

 

 

2.3.  Comparison with related survey articles 

Broad earlier work has inspected the combination of dispersed energy resources and renewable 

energy resources into the SG as shown in Figure 7. A few exceptional diary concern cases have been 

distributed on the mix of renewable energy resources into the SG, see for example, [31]. Additionally, a few 

books have been distributed on this theme [32]-[34]. Corresponding to these earlier articles, we give a 

forward-thinking outline of the correspondence perspectives emerging from the reconciliation of renewable 

energy resources into the SG as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. A timetable of the major digital-physical assaults in the vitality business segment 
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Figure 8. The scientific categorization of digital physical assaults as per their conveyance strategy 

 

 

3. FUTURE SCOPES 

3.1.  Security and privacy aspects in SG 

SG is one of the crucial components in the distribution and reconciliation of energy. The security 

domain of the SG infrastructure which is an integral part of the SG framework has certain challenges and 

needs to be resolved quickly. There are still these concerns, despite the advanced features of Demand 

Management Infrastructure, which are still undergoing controversy due to the connection of large no. of 

heterogeneous devices. SG invention is a great achievement for both energy providers and users, giving them 

advantage to perform more accurate estimations of energy, analyze their utilization, and in this manner 

control their power bills. In any case, this cutting-edge innovation also quickly raises various kinds of 

assaults that can unfavorably influence the activity of the grid by distorting power utilization information. 

 

3.2.  Integration of SG with renewable energy resources 

Expanding energy costs, losses in the customary framework, hazards from atomic electricity 

generation, and worldwide natural changes are inspiring a change of the traditional methods of creating 

power. Worldwide, there is a craving to depend on renewable energy resources more than non-renewable 

ones for power production. The power lattice is by and by advancing towards an insightful network, the 

purported SG. One of the significant objectives of things to come in SG is to move towards 100% power 

generation from renewable sources, i.e., towards a 100% sustainable grid. In any case, the divergent, 

discontinuous, and normally broadly topographically circulated nature of renewable energy resources 

convolutes the joining of renewable energy resources into the SG. Additionally, singular renewable energy 

resources have by and large lower limit than regular non-renewable energy source plants, and these 

renewable resources depend on a wide range of various advancements. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The need to resolve the privacy and security issue of smart grid infrastructure is an issue that needs 

to be resolved as quickly as possible because the flow of data is very sensitive and also because of the need 

for a sustainable future. The conventional power networks worldwide of today will change to the cutting-

edge keen lattices in the coming future. Notwithstanding, the achievement of SG metering system relies upon 

its security properties. Another essential component of SG metering system is the customer's privacy, i.e., 

how to total purchasers' information without unveiling their own and touchy data. Hence, security and 

protection in power lattice are considered as a rising exploration topic, which merits examination. This 

review examines an exhaustive overview on security and protection research in SG metering systems. We 

examine the genuine digital assaults episodes in the force business and related applications. Also, we 

research definite danger scientific classification including framework level, robbery of administration, and 

protection/secrecy dangers that have prompted the security and protection necessity in SG metering systems. 

Additionally, we present and think about the preferences and weaknesses of cutting edge existing most 

forward-thinking arrangements, at that point finish this paper by calling attention to the future examination 

issues. The work done in this paper is also on the SG security framework in its running condition. In our 

proposed method, we have turned to the utilization of light cryptographic natives. 
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